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DATA PROCESSING 1: ADVANCEMENTS IN MACHtNE 

ANALYSIS OF ~1ULTISPECTRAL DATA 

by 
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INTRODUCTION 

Research in multispectral data processing at LARS/Purdue is dir.cted 
at supporting a substantial level of applications research as well a. 
advancing the technology of remote sensing dnta processing_ During the 
past year significant progress has been made in both reapecta. Almust the 
entire multispectral data analysis process, from data editing to result. 
evaluation, has been impacted. and the new level of technology has bean 
vigorously teo ted by the data analysis operations aSBociated with the 
1971 Corn Blight Watch Experiment. l 

l~e following discussion of these advancements is o~8anized to 
follow generally the ,steps utili.zed in the multispectral data analysis 
procedure. In terms of Figure 1, we b~gin with the data display process 
used to accomplish data editing and proce~d clockwise through clustering, 
statistics computation. etc. In the 1ntereat of brevity, each result 
will be treated here in a general way and references given to available 
sources where a more detailed treatment may be found. 

D~TA EDIT!NG PACILII! 

The special-purpose digital display system delivered to LARS/Purdue 
late in 1970 [1] represents a tremendous potential for facilitating the 
man/data interface. During 1971 the first software for utilbing this 
system became operational and was made available to LARSYS users [2J. 
With this software. the user can display a television-quality image of 
digitized multispectral data and, by means of a light pen and keyboard. 
accurately specify areas in the data to receive epacial attention 

lThe 1971 Corn Blight Watch Experiment is described e18ewh~re in theae 
proceedings. 
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(Figure 2). Two advantages of this mode of man/data in~erface ov~r the 
familiar gray-scsle line-printer output (Figure 3) are the higher quality 
of the image available to th~; researcher aud the ease and accuracy with 
which features in the data Cull be located and designated tu the computer 
by means of the light pen. These features grecttly itnpruvt: both the 
speed and accuracy with which the data analysis cau be executed. 

Data editing repreaeats only one of many potential uses of the 
digital display hardware. Examples of other applications to be studied 
include on-line display and evaluation of analysis results and 
implementation of a highly interactive data analysis capability_ 

One feels compelled to note at this point, however~ that lin~·-printer 
output still represents a. proven and accl.~pt&ble means for displaying both 
data and analysis results. But as technological advances bring down 
the cost' of video~·type displays and liil:.ep up the speed of digital da1;a 
transmission, digital display systemn ::mi.table for image data -- now 
available only on a limited basis as research tools -- will become 
increasingly attractive as a standard means of interfacing man with such 
data. 

CL~.A~ALYSIS 

Multispectral cluster analyiJia (sometimes referred to in the litentut'e 
8S unsupervised classification) has been under study for some years a8 a 
meana for data compression and similarity analysis. A clustering technique 
has been developed at LARS/Purdue, for use in conjunction with supervised 
classification, as an aid in class definition and training sample selection. 
A computer program [3] prints point-by-point maps of the clustering 
results (Figure 4), indicating the relativa homogeneity of the analyzed 
areas; this information assists in the process of selecting training 
samples for characterizing the different spectral classes in the data. 
Also provided is a quantitative analysis of the 8tiparab1lity of the 
clu8ters in the multivariate meaaureulI.nl1:: ("feature") sp~ce. 

The clustering technique described above processes data points in 
the measurement space. Another promising approach, currently under 
investigation and discussed further in a later sectiQn of this paper, 
1s the clustering of sample statistics in parameter space. 

FEATURE SF:LECTION 

A feature selection criterion has been developed [4J which 
eliminates the considerable level of human interaction with the 
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computational processing heretofore required for the selection of data 
channels preferred for classification. The basic problem faced in corll:tectio!\ 
with feature selection is finding a means for estimating error probabi
lities (or probabilities of correct classification) accurately" since for 
multivariate problems it is generally not feasible to calculate theso 
probabilities directly even in the relatively simple C~ge in whicll 
Gaussian distribution of the data within classes is assumed. The problem 
of finding an estimator of probability of correct classification in the 
multiclasa and multivariate case is unsolved. What is commonly done in 
practice is to estimate the probabilities 8asociated with all pai!'6 of 
classes and take an average or weighted average of the pairwise probabilities 
8S an estimate of the overall probability of correct classification [5], 
To do this effectively, however, requires availability of. a fum::.t1oL, b;:,st':.d 
on the statistical separability of pairs of elasses, which behaves lik~ the 
probability of correctly discriminating between the clasge~. 

Divergence is a monotonic function of statistical separal:d.lity of 
two classes which has been used in this 'manner. However f this 6~!Wiri.;,bi1i'y 
measure has the disadvantage that it increases without bound a~, B8fH:1X.(ibilir.y 
increases, whereas probability of correct classification satil1lrl:1t~:; i~L 

100 percent (see Figure 5). This difficulty has been circUlnw;mt.e2 ~i;,' 
writing the feature selection program to allow the user to apee:ify E, 

limiting value (MAX) which artificially saturates the sepaubility m~;w .. ur:e. 
To do this properly p however, the user must learn to judge fOJr t~ f¥:i.1j\;Jri 

type of problem what constitutes an appropriate saturation vnluc, 

In an effort to remove this latter shortcoming. alternative e~li .. w.l:'abllit/ 
mes.!Jures have been investigated. In par..ticular, a separability measure 
referred to here as Bhattacbaryya distance t or B-distance ~ haa btHHi found 
to have the 80rt of behavior sought and indeed to provide ill mut:h mr.n:e 
reliable feature selection criterion than divergence [4]. This fu;;-th<2.!" 
suggested a transformation of divergence which closely apprcudulatt:l::;i the 
faature selection properties of the B-distance but requires fal' lMD 
computation. The transformed divergence has been implemented at LARS/Purdue 
as the standard feature selection criterion. 

POINT CLASSIFICATION 

The next step in the procedure for multispectral data snal. ylil in , t.:hc 
multivariate classification method, haa not been altered p but (Sorue ::.tbwly 
completed research has reconfirmed the wisdom (from Ii practical vi,uw·point) 
of selecting the Gaussian maximum-likelihood approach for analY8ifi of real·· 
world multispectral data. Thb approach [6] assumes that the clast'-c:cmdi
tional distributions of the data in 311 classes to be reco8ni~ed ca~ be 
adequately represented by multivariate Gaussian distributions, or~ in any 
case, by the union of Ii small number of such distributions. Althougt. 
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pattern classifiers based on this approach have been applied sllccessfully 
at various remote sensing facilities involved with machine ,analysis, some 
important questions regarding this choice of approach have remained 
open: How much improvement in classification accuracy could be obtained 
by using a nonparametric classification method which requires no ~ priori 
assumptions regarding the data distributions? How much would classification 
accuracy degrade if the classifier were of the computationally faster and 
simpler linear variety? 

An experimental investigation yielding a considerable volume of 
results [3] has demonstrated that. for agricultural remote sensing data, 
very general nonparametric models can be expected to produce only mar
ginally better results than the Gaussian classifier. In ganera1 the 
improvement is not sufficient to warrant the substantial increase in 
computational resourees requir.ed (time. machine memory). On the other 
hand. another study [7] suggests that the extra cost of the G~u3si~n 
classifier by comparison with linear classifiers is generally well 
justified. The linear classifiers invcstigC!ted have shown markedly 
poorer ability to generalize from training iields to data not used fut 
training the classifier. 

SA11.PLE CLUSTERING MID SM1PLE CLASSr:nCATION 

The tem "perfield classification" has been used in the liti2::t"i,tura 
to refer to the classification of an entire agricultural field based on 
all data drawn from that field. This approach takes advantage of th~ 
spatial context of the data, the fact tb.at local regions tend t.o he com
posed of members of the same class (the same "population," in 8tatiBt:.i.cal 
terminology). by using the combined information in a numbar of observations 
to infer the classification of the aggregate. To divorce this con~~pt from 
the: agricultural frame of reference. "sample class1fication ll is defined 
as the classification of any aggregate of data points assumed to be from 
the srune population. It is often the case that decisions conc-.rnlug the 
aggregate can be tlW,d~!: faster and more reliably than ded.sions ccncc:rning 
the data points taken individually.l 

As intemidve study of this approach [-3] has bean completed in 'which 
both sample clustering and sample classification were investigated" The 
re~ults of this study are too extensive, hoth in number and in 8C0p'w~ to 
receive adequate treatment here. Follo...,,1na are some highlights. 

lIne gr~atest benefits in this respect generally accrue when the 
egg::egation is performed before the decision process is applied (eg_ 
by finding a parametric c.haracterization of the aggregate) rathel:' thau 
after (ag., poll-taking after classification). 
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For agricultural remote seneing data, the accuracy of sample 
classification is relatively insensitive to whether parametric or 
nonparametric methods arc used to estimate probability di9tributions. 
As noted c~rlier in this paper the potential improvement in accuracy 
obtainable using nonparametric methods is too small to justify the 
considera~le increase in co~putation tine nnd complexity. 

Although many measures of statistical separability are available 
for use in sample, ... ' classification, the experimental results using 
agricultural data were relatively inaensitive to the choice of separa
bility measure used. Howc,,-er, a separability mo~al1rc known as the 
Jeffrieo-Matusita distance does hnve so~e theoretical as well as practical 
advantages worth exploiting: 

1. Its b:~h.avior as a function of dimensionality resembles 
. that of probability of correct claosification (in the 

parametr:f.c cuse). 
2. It is a matric over a large space of distribution functions. 
3. It is among the simplest Gepat'~bUity functions to cocpute. 

Sample clugt~ringJ achieved by first computing a parametric 
characteri~ation of the samples and then applying cluster analysis to 
the statist:Lcal parameters (Figure 6), appears to offer several advantages 
over the more conventional point-by-point clustering. In experiments 
with agricultural remote senaing data, sample clustering has exhibited 
a d1.stinct tendency to produce more appropriate elsea/subclass structures 
leading to better classification accuracy for both point and sample 
classification. In addition, a dramatic tim~ saving is achieved for 
cluster proceSSing because of the considerable degree of data reduction 
ac~omplished by representing a large number of data points by relatively 
few statistical parameters. 

~TISTICAL ~FSIGN AND AR~LYSIS 

Fin~11y, th~ effective utilization of large quantities of remote 
sensing data ucmanJa the development of statistical moJels which Clln be 
used for specifying data collection and data enalysio schemes and for 
evaluating th,~ resu! to produc'!d by such schemes. The 1971 Corn Blight 
Watch Experiment acd forward-looking considerations related to the ERTS 
and SKYLAB satellites have particularly highlighted this need. Conventional 
oodela developed for ground data collection alonc arc simply not adequate. 

A recent study [8J has formulated n three-stage sampling model 
for remote senSing and used the model to evaluate the precision of crop 
acreage estimates and to detert',ine the effecta of the number of flight
lines, number of seg:':llC'nts within flightlincs, and the subsampling deaaiey 
within ser;ment:> en the pr2·::1sion of these P'8tlmat,~s. While this \fork has 
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has perhaps raised a8 many important questions as it has answered, it 
represents the initiation of a significant effort to determine systema., •• l~~ 
the cost-benefit relationships associated with the remote sensing tecijftl1 •• ~ 
and to utilize these relationships both in guiding and evaluating its 
application. 
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Figure 1. LARSYS: a software system for the analysis of multispectral remote sensing data. 
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Figure 3. Outlining field houndaries on gray-scale printouts. 



a) Digital display image b) Computer printout 

Figure 4. Map-like display of cluster analysis results. 
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Figure 5. Behavior of probability of correct classification and various measures 
of statistical separability. 
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Figure 6. Parameter space representation of a 8am~le (one
dimensional Gaussian case). 
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